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ABSTR\CT 

Due to the foe, th:"l che Kirc'.moff Approximation {KAJ does nOL mvolve matrix inverswn :or solving tht.': forward problem. a 
is a very u.,cfui tool for quickly sob:ing JD geometries of arbitra1y size and sbapt.':. fts potential mainly lies in the rapid 
generation ct Crc:eu·s functions for arbitrary geometries. which is key to tomography techniques. We here apply it to light 
diffuwm and \tudy its Li1.n.its of validity. proving that it is a very useful approx.imation for diffuse optical tomography (DOT). 
fts me c:rn ,mpUJ'-e the ,:xisting imJging ~echinques for real time diagnostics in medjcine. 

Keywords: Tomography: lmage reconstiuction techrriques; Photon migration: Light propagation in tissues; Photon density 
waves 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The smdy of light. transport through highly scattenng media such as living tissue has been the focus of recent research, 
mainly due tO its application in medical diagnosis l 1-9]_ This has been motivated by the fact that light offers structural and 
compositional inforrn::ition, employs non-ionizing radiation, and depends on relatively low cost instrumentation. Imaging 
with l.ight is possible due to the low absorption of tissue in the 700 to 350nm spectral region, enabling light penetration 
depths int.he order of 4cm. Lately, rigorous mathematical modeling of light propagation in tissue (see Ref. [10] for a review), 
combined with technological advancements in photon sources and detection techniques, has made possible the application of 
tomogr:iphic principles [ l l] for imaging with diffuse light. Hence, one of the major subjects in the photon diffusion area has 
been diffuse optical tomography (DOT) '. 4-15J. 

At the moment, powerful numerical methods are available for accurately solving the forward problem [15,22,231 for 
arbitrary geometries. but these methods are cornputationa!l.y expensive. A fast method is needed for real time diagnostics, that 
can deal with arbitrary geometries and sizes. A good candidate is the Kirchhoff Approximation (KA), or the so-called 
tangent-plane method [24]. The KA is a linear method which does not involve matrix inversion, and can be used tc generate 
the sensiti,ity functions of the svstem. so that inversion sC1lemes such as algebraic reconstruction techniques (}\RT) f 11,21], 
amongst others, c,m be applied. Abo, since it generates the complete Green·s function for any three-dimensional (3D) 

geometry. it can be used to improve the al.ready existing reconstruction methods lhat use the Born or Rytov approximations 
[18,19.2! i-

fn ritts work W{'. pre~em the theory of the Kirchhoff approximation in the diffusion equation context. and study its 
[imi,s of vaiidity. We shail present the exact expression for the Green's [unction for arbirrary diffusive volumes, and from 
there the KA ,s mtroduced. deriving the expres.,ion for the approximate Green's function of the system. Finally the limits of 
validity are studied in terms of the medium size and parameters, showing that these limits are independent on the geomerry, 
and that mainly depend on the size of the system in diffusion length units. 
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2. THEORY: EXACT EXPRESSION FOR THE GREEN'S FUNCTION 

!:ig. 1. Scattering geometrv 

Let us consider the geometry shown in Fig. I where we have a diffusive volume V delimited by surface S, which separates it 
from J.n outer non-diffusive medium of refractive index n,na· This diffusive medium is characterized by its absorption 

coefficient ,a,, the diffusion coefficient D"" 113µ,' (where ,LL,' is the reduced scattering coefficient), and the refractive 

index 11,,,. If in such. a medium the light source is modulated at a frequency ill, the average intensity U (r, r) = U (r) expf-iillt] 

represems a diffuse photon density wave (DPDW) [l] and obeys the Helmholtz equation with a wave 

number A.= (-p, / !) -:- ioJ! cD)"' . where c is the speed of light in the medium. In an infinite geometry, the homogenous 

Green·s function g 1s obtained from: 

v 20 (K[r -r j'J· +K00 (1clr -r l)=-4;rS(r -r )' 6 ·, s d b, s d ,, s d ,. 

a.nd tts solution in 3 D is: 

In term:, of the complele Green's function G(r,, rd), i.e. taking into consideration the geometry, the average intensity at a 

point rd inside the medium is defined as: 

1 JS(r') _,, , 
U(rct) ==: - ~-0(r ,rct)dr , 

4;r v D 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

where S(r') is the source tem1, and Vis the volume occupied by the diffusive medium. In infinite space we of course have 

G(r,, rd)= g( ,\-Ir, - rd I). 
The general solution to Eq. ( l) inside the diffusive medium can be expressed in terms of a surface integral by means 

of Grct".n · s Theorem (see Refs. [23,25] for a detailed derivation) as: 
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where n 1s ,urfa..;e normal into the non-diffusive medium. The boundary condition beHveen the diffusive c1nd 
non-diffusi ,,e medium Li: 

v.;here 
obtain-

takes mw account the refractive index mismatch between both media [26]. Introducing Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) we 

A rigorous so1ution to Eq can be found means cf the Extinction Theorem also called the Boundary 
Element Method (BE:V!) by discretising the smface and inverting the resulting matrix and references therein). 
This method, even though it gives a rigorous solution to the forward problem, 1s time consuming since it involves matrix 
in-,crsiou, and th.:'refore is also limited to smfaces which do not need too many discretisation points (typically <10000). 

J. THE KIRCHHOFF APPROXL.vtA TION 

(a) (b) 

0 

·;,--., 

n(r pt 
2( a). Surface detail of the KA. (b) Representation in the coordinates of the tangent plane. 

When many fo0Nard solutions need to be generated, such as in most inverse schemes, an approximation to Eq. (6) which can 
handle arbiratry geometries in 3D in a linear fashion is needed, both for the sake of computing time and memory. One such 
an approximation is the Kirchhoff Approximation (KA), also known as the physical-optics and the tangent-plane method [24]. 
This approximation assumes th:it the surface is replaced at each point by its tangent plane. This means that the value of the 

total intensity U at any point of the surface rr E S is given by the sum of the homogeneous incident field Uunci and the wave 

refle::ted from the local plane defined 

expressed as: 

the surface nonr.al fi(rP) at that point. [n terms of the Green's function this is 

where denotes convolution, and Kvo is the reflection coefficient for diffusive waves defined as (27]: 

·c D 1 
' K" 

R 
'"K. _ i ~(/ \J K- - - + 1 

VD~ ) - ---;=====---
. iC D✓'1c2 K 2 -1 

nd 

in a similar m,mner, the gradient of the Green ·s function is: 

acK"(r.,rp) dg Ir. -r I) 
, ' ' p . '~[1-- R.voL 

anp aap 

(8) 

(9) 

where the minus sign takes into consideration the different propagation directions of the incident and reflected wave with 
respect to the local plane. Eqs. (7) and (9) are directly expressed in Fourier space as: 
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( 10) 

where (R, :) are the coordinates of i r, -r Pl with respect to the plane defined by n(rP) as shown in Fig. 2, 

z = (r - r \. [-n(r ·;· 1 ', s p) ' p ., 
( l l) 

R:::cZ-(r-r) . . s p. 

ln Eq. ( l({; the Fourier ttansform of the JD homogeneous Green's function g is given by [ 19.29]: 

. . I ' K' I I 
1 expf t \/ K- - - I Z d 

2:rr ( l 2_l 

l ' ., K 2 111 Z- j]. exp[ivK .. 
2JC 

Therefore, if we discreci,:,e the surface Sin Eq. (6) into 1\/ differential areas i',S, v,e can \vTitc the complete Green·, function 
inside volume Vas: 

A":'; seen from Eq. ( U). the ,:omputation time wi!l increase linearly with the system c;ize. We would like to state that a similar 
expression to Eq. (13) can be found for diffusive/diffusive interfaces by means of the diffusive/diffusive reflection and 
transmission coefficients f27]. 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In order to study the limils of validity of the KA. we shall study the geometry shown in Fig. 3, which consists of a cylinder of 

radius R with a line source at R,=R-l,,., where i,
0 

1/ P, ' is the transport me.an free path. The refractive index inside the 

diffusive volume is that of watec 11,0 ;;:;; L.333. and omside that of air. n0 u,= !. An angular scan is pe1formed at (p =: R",:::. ;cc; 0) 

with Rd=R-l.,, So c1s to quantify the accuracy of the approximatioa, we shall define the error in percentage as: 

J
·r , 

Error(%)= !OOx L 1-UK.,t (Rd, 0) I urr (Rd, 0) J d0, (l4) 

2:r 

where [.,rr is the solution obtained from the Extinction Theorem (ET) [23] using 2D Green's functions, and Ux,' is the 
solution obtained from the K/,. using a JD geometry. In doing so, we wish to show not only the accuracy of the 
approximation, but to compare computation times between both. 

I 

R 

~--- ... 
I ·-.._ 

-·-----
' ,,· 

i····· .. 

Fig. 3. Geometry used for the numerical simulations. 
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In al'. cases. the KA resuli:s will be generated for a cylinder of height h= 10cm and no lids, consisting of N =919 l discretisation 

wall 

wittl che ET in 2D consisted of N=360. We shall perform the stuJy in the continuous 
.i. since in this modality light suffers less attenuation. Therefore, the iimits of validity here found wili 
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Ftg. Error cJmmitteJ in % for d,fferent values of Pa and cylinder radti R. ln all cases ,Li, '= 20 cm_, . (bl Same 

as {a) but for differeat values of ,Li, 'for R=2cm. 

In fig. 4 we show the enw commited by the KA for different values of R, absorption, and scattering coefficient.,. The results 
shmvn are repre~entati ve for all poss.ibk values. As a general rule, the approximation works well (<5% error) for R> 3L,1, 

where is the diffusion length, given in CW by L; = D ! Pa . That is, in order to achieve an error of 5% for R= l.Scm, we 

would have tv go lo values of L"<0.5cm, which p0 >0. 7cm·1 fsee Fig. 4;_a)j. In the case of diffusive/diffusive interfaces, 
due m the iower reflecli vity the approximation works well for 2R>3L0 (similar results where obtained in Ref. [26]). 

In order to establish the eftect of surface geometry, we have studied the same configuration in Fig. 4, but have added 
a sme profile of amplitude 0.5cm and penod TC i 4. The ClTOr, Eq. (14), is in Fig, and compared to the: result 
obtained for a smooth cylinder [Fig. 5(b)J. At this point, we clearly see that when we have shadow regions the approximation 
fails most. in these regions the approximation tends to give higher values than those expected, since it does not take imo 
consider:ition obstacles in its path. As shown in Fig. 5(a), errors tend to be <5% except in the shadow areas. and very near the 
boumfaries, 1-vhere the Green's function has [ow values due to the boundary conditions which impose it .to be zero ar the 
extrapolated distance ( from the interface (~ee Ref. [26]). As shown in Fig. 5th), when the surface is smooth, the errors 
u.re not greater than 5% , and that only very near the mtedace. 

-(a) 

·,~~1 . 

5 

•-·--••-··---·-· ... o_ 
Fig. 5(aJ. Error comminted in% for a cylinder of R=2.5crn with sine profile of ampliude 0.Sc:n, and period ,r/4, fur 

source locations (p 1.8cm, 0 = 0) , (b) Same but for a smoo1h cylinder. ,u ' l 0 cm.,, ,u, = 0.1 cm-, . 

\Ve have tried other values of the period and ,he ampltiude of the sine profile, finding the same conclusions: as long as we are 
not in a shadow region, and R>3Ld, we are always within a 5% error. 
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:\Ierhod 

Table L Comp.:..cc,on of computatic)n ,imes. 

iV sources x 
detectors 

Torcil nme Time/N 

9191 9x3600 15.7min. 0.102sec./point 
----t-----------+-------t-----~~--, 

360 9 x 3600 2.25 min 0.375 sec.looint ----~ 

In T:i,ble I we present a comparison of the computation times between the ET in 2D and the KA in 3D obramed with a 
Pentium !Il at 650:'.VlHz, with 250Mb memory. The difference in time is remarkable, but it is most important to comider that 
the computation time in the ET and any other method which involves matnx inversion, will increase as N' in the best of 
cases, s.vhcreas for the Ki\ it increases as N. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

V/ e have put for\varJ an approximat10n to solve 3 D diffusive geometries of arbitrary shape and size in a linear fashion. This 
aprroximatton has been compared to rigorous results of the diffusion equation. showing that as long as the local size where 

the Jctcctor iS placed is R 2 3ji5i,u,, , we are always within a 5% error. This implies that more general Green's functions, 

which [ake into account complex geometries, can be. used to improve the reconstruction schemes based on Rytov or Born 
approx1mauons. The: c,irnpulation umes of this approximation are very fast compared to the rigorous solrnion, and increase 
linearly with the siz.e of the system. We believe this approximauon will aid to the development of real time diagnostics with 
diffuse light in the pn.:senc~~ of complex boundaries. 
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